Topological band-insulators (TBIs) represent a new class of quantum materials that in the presence of time-reversal symmetry (TRS) feature an insulating bulk bandgap together with metallic edge or surface states protected by a Z 2 topological invariant [1, 2, 3, 4] .
protected metallic states inside the dislocation loops, which could also be important for applications. Finally, these findings are experimentally consequential as dislocation defects are ubiquitous in the real crystals.
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Topologically-insulating crystals break continuous translational and rotational symmetries down to discrete symmetries mathematically characterized by the space groups. A general classification of TBIs by these crystal symmetries has recently been provided, resulting in the enrichment of the tenfold way with extra phases, such as translationally-active and valley (crystalline) ones [5] . Dislocations are of central interest in this endeavor, being the topologcal defects exclusively related to the lattice translations. In two dimensions (2D), the role of these lattice defects has been recently elucidated in TBIs [7, 8] , as well as in topological superconductors [9, 10] and interacting topological states [11, 12, 13] . In particular, it has been shown that these lattice defects in two-dimensional TBIs act as probes of distinct topological states through binding of the localized zero-energy modes in their core [7] .
Although early on it was identified that in three-dimensional TBIs dislocation lines support propagating helical modes [6] , the precise role of dislocations have not been explored thoroughly [14, 15, 16] . In particular, the relation between the lattice symmetry and the electronic topology, as well as the characterization of these topological states through the response of the dislocation lines has not been addressed. Dislocations in three dimensions (3D) are defects with richer structure than their two-dimensional counterparts. They form lines l(τ ) characterized by a tangent vector t ≡ dl/dτ , with the discontinuity introduced to the crystalline order described by a Burgers vector b. Both these vectors can only be oriented along the principal axes of the crystal, and a screw (edge) dislocation is obtained when b t (b ⊥ t), see Fig.1 . Moreover, the Burgers vectors are additive, and in full generality we can thus consider only dislocations with the Burgers vectors equal to Bravais lattice vectors. The crucial observation is that translational lattice symmetry is preserved along the dislocation line. Therefore, the full lattice Hamiltonian in the presence of a dislocation oriented along the z-axis (t = e z ) can be written as
eff (x, y, k z ).
Notice that the above 2D lattice Hamiltonian possesses the (wallpaper group) symmetry of the crystallographic plane orthogonal to the dislocation line, because the Burgers vector is a Bravais lattice vector.
On the other hand, the electronic topology of a TBI is characterized by the band-inversions at time-reversal invariant (TRI) momenta K inv in the Brillouin zone (BZ) [5] . A dislocation disturbs the crystalline order only microscopically close to its core. We can therefore use elastic continuum theory to describe its effect at low energies. The elastic deformation of the continuous medium is encoded by a distortion field ε i of the global Cartesian reference frame e i , e α i = δ α i , with i, α = 1, 2, 3 [17, 18] . The momentum of the electronic excitations near the transition from a topologically trivial to a nontrivial phase with the bandgap closing at the momentum K inv is k i = (e i + ε i ) · (K inv − q), with q K inv ∼ 1/a, ε ∼ a/r, a is the lattice constant, and r is the distance from the defect core. Therefore the dislocation gives rise to a U (1)
gauge field A i = −ε i · K inv that minimally couples to the electronic excitations, q → q + A.
The translational symmetry then implies that the gauge field has nontrivial components only in the plane orthogonal to the dislocation line, consistent with Eq. (1), carrying an effective flux
Consider an edge and a screw dislocation both oriented along the z-axis. We use that for the edge dislocation with Burgers vector b = ae x , the dual basis in the tangent space at the point r is E x = 1 − ay 2πr 2 e x + ax 2πr 2 e y , E y = e y , E z = e z , while for the screw dislocation
The corresponding distortion for both an edge and a screw dislocation is then readily obtained to leading order in a/r to be ε x = y 2πr 2 b, ε y = − x 2πr 2 b (Supplementary material B) , and the corresponding gauge potential A(r) has nontrivial components in the plane orthogonal to the dislocation line, A · t = 0, and
When this flux Φ (mod 2π) is nonzero, the dislocations host propagating helical modes provided that the 2D Hamiltonian in a TRI plane orthogonal to the dislocation line,t ≡ t/|t|, is topologically nontrivial. Any such topologically nontrivial plane, hosting a 2D valley or translationally active phase, will yield helical modes bound to the dislocation core. The lattice symmetry that relates the band-inversion momenta then protects these modes. This is what we refer to as the K-b-t rule. This rule and the following descendant construction together imply that the bound states for a given k ·t momentum combine into the spectrum of the propagating helical modes along the dislocation line. For k ·t = K inv ·t, the system develops a Kramers pair of true zero modes Ψ 0 ≡ (ψ 0 , T ψ 0 ) , with T as the time-reversal operator and T 2 = −1 [7] . This is a consequence of the fact that by definition the K inv point is hosting a band inversion. Henceforth, the physics is essentially captured by a Dirac Hamiltonian with negative mass. Deviating from this 'parent' momentum by q ·t, the effective low-energy Hamiltonian for the propagating modes then generally develops a linear gap H eff ∼ q ·t, to lowest order. The gapped Kramers pair of descendant states is then present as long as H eff (q) remains in the topological nontrivial phase and may then be captured by
. Here, the Pauli matrix Σ 3 acts in the two-dimensional Hilbert space of the dislocation modes, which are of the form
, and v t is the characteristic velocity, which is set by the symmetries and details of the band structure.
We thus see how the dislocation line t, the Burgers vector b, and the TRI momenta K inv , through the K-b-t rule, conspire into a precise condition determining the existence of the dislocation propagating modes in certain directions in a topologically-insulating phase, consistent with the space group classification [5] (Fig. 1) . By varying t and b in all directions, the number of "parent" zero modes in any projection plane is in one-to-one correspondence with the space group classification in terms of the K inv momenta. Specifically, for a translational active phase with a single K inv momentum, edge and screw dislocations bind a single Kramers pair of
In case of a translationally active phase or a valley phase with multiple K inv momenta, a projected 2D system may also result in a double pair of modes if the effective system entails a 2D valley phase . The two pairs are then protected by the symmetries relating the K inv momenta. Most interestingly, there is the possibility that both edge and screw dislocations bind modes in any crystal direction resulting in propagating modes along the full dislocation loops. In particular, in a completely isotropic lattice with O h crystal symmetry a strong variant of this effect can be realized: the gapless states in the dislocation loop that propagate in the way completely oblivious to the lattice directions. In contrast, in a weak phase characterized by the weak topological invariant M, protected helical modes were predicted only when the product M · b (mod 2π) is nontrivial [6, 14, 15, 3] . This is consistent with the fact that double pairs of modes originating from two K inv not related by symmetry may be gapped out. However, according to the K-b-t rule, if the K inv are related by symmetry such pairs are protected from gapping out.
These general statements can be illustrated by a simple tight-binding model with two orbitals with different parity and two spin states [19] on the simple cubic lattice with space group pm3m
with k as the electron momentum, the γ-matrices acting in the orbital and the spin spaces, and we use natural units ( = c = a = 1). Topological phases of the model (3) Hamiltonians (1) then any momentum k z = π + q z infinitesimally close to k z = π yields the would-be zero modes in the absence of the term ∼ γ 3 . When included, this term gives rise to the linearly dispersing propagating modes along the dislocation line, according to the above K-b-t rule. Furthermore, the same rule implies that an edge or a screw dislocation along any Bravais lattice vector in the simple cubic lattice effectively acts as a π flux. Henceforth, when these defects are joined in a loop in the x − z-plane with b = e x , we expect propagating modes, which are indeed found in our numerical computations. Clearly, TRS together with the crystal symmetry protects the modes from backscattering.
Next we consider the system in the T − p3(4) M phase with the band-inversion located at
, which are related by the threefold rotational symmetry (Figs. 1B, S5 , and S10). According to the K-b-t rule, for the edge-segment of the dislocation loop, k z = 0 and k z = π planes both host a π flux, originating from the M and X points. Additionally, the k x = π plane hosts a valley phase, and thus the screw-dislocation parts also host two pairs of modes. Therefore, there is a total of two Kramers pairs of gapless dislocation modes along the loop, which are protected by symmetry. Note that their existence crucially depends on the fact that the M and X momenta are symmetry-related. Were this not the case, the weak index of this T − p3(4) M phase M i = (0, 0, 0) would predict no dislocation modes at all.
In contrast, let us now break the cubic symmetry by considering the p4 M,R phase on a tetragonal lattice with a x = a y = a, a z = a/α, where a i is the lattice constant in the direction e i , and α = 1 is the lattice deformation parameter (Figs. 1C and 2) . (Notice also a subtle difference between such a weak phase and a valley phase, which has an even number of bandinversions protected by a 3D space group symmetry.) The usual strong and weak indices [3, 4, 6] in this phase are (ν; M i ) = (0; 0, 0, 1), and thus M · b = 0. Nonetheless, the k z = 0 and k z = απ planes are topologically nontrivial therein ( Fig. 1 and Supplementary Information 7 B). As a result, for a dislocation loop with b = e x , according to the K-b-t rule, we find modes bound only to the the edge-dislocation parts. As both these planes contribute the midgap states, we expect a double Kramers pair of the propagating metallic states, which our numerical computations indeed confirm. However, these modes can mix in the dislocation loop, since no symmetry relates the momenta M and R giving rise to them.
Finally, we consider the tetragonal p4 X ,R (p4 Y ,R ) phase obtained by deforming the cubic lattice in the e y (e x ) direction with the corresponding band-inversions at (π, 0, π) [(0, π, π)] and
No dislocation modes appear in the p4 X ,R phase, whereas in the p4 Y ,R phase only the band-inversion at momentum (απ, π, π) contributes a π flux, thus yielding the modes for both types of dislocations. These results are therefore similar as in the T -p3(4) R phase, as also confirmed by numerical computations showing modes propagating along the entire loop in the x − z plane. However, the difference is that not all directions are equivalent here, and hence velocities of the modes along the loop are anisotropic.
The response of dislocations in TBIs is experimentally consequential as these defects are ubiquitous in any crystals. The electron-doped mixed-valent perovskite oxide BaBiO 3 with a simple cubic crystal symmetry has been recently predicted to be a TBI [20] . More interestingly, the topological phase is believed to be the symmetric T -p3(4) R phase, which should host propagating gapless modes along any dislocation loop, as we have found here. The effective tight-binding model (3) 
. The enhanced density of states near the dislocation line in a non-Γ TBI [22, 23, 24, 25] should be observable by local probes, such as scanning tunnelling microscopy. Angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy may also be useful for mapping out these states, since the surface irregularities should not affect this probe.
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We hope that our findings will motivate further studies of the role of dislocations in TBIs with different crystal symmetries, and especially their knotting which should play the role of braiding for these topological defects and might be relevant for quantum computation. Finally, our results based on the "intuitive" classification of the dislocations through the Burgers vectors ultimately call for a mathematically precise characterization of these defects in terms of the homotopy classes for the discrete space groups. [15] Ran, Y. Weak indices and dislocations in general topological band structures.
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[16] Imura, K. The circles indicate the TRI momenta hosting band-inversions that yield effective π-fluxes. Additionally, the spectral density as function of the momentum k, defined along the dislocation line, is displayed in the insets on the lower right. We find a single cone for the T -p3(4) R phase, and a double cone for the p4 M,R phase, consistent with the K-b-t rule. The energy levels are now eightfold degenerate as both k z = 0 and k z = π planes are topologically nontrivial, and thus each yields propagating modes due to the effective π flux introduced by the dislocations. Panels B and D display the real space localization of the modes, where the weight of the wavefunction is indicated by the size of the circles and the color coding indicates the corresponding phase. Most importantly, the T -p3(4) R features topologically-protected propagating dislocation modes along the complete loop. In contrast, the p4 M,R phase binds modes only along the edge-dislocation parts. In particular, we find eight energy levels in correspondence with the number of allowed momenta along the dislocation. 14 
where γ α are the five Dirac matrices obeying the Clifford algebra {γ α , γ β } = 2δ αβ , γ αβ are the
[γ α , γ β ]. Specifically, we take the following basis of the γ-matrices
with σ and τ being the standard Pauli matrices acting in the spin and orbital space, respectively; 1 = σ 0 ⊗ τ 0 with σ 0 , τ 0 as the 2 × 2 unity matrices.
The explicit form of the Hamiltonian (S1) is then determined by exploiting the symmetries.
For the tight-binding model we assume a well-defined parity, in addition to time-reversal symmetry. Time-reversal symmetry is represented by the operator T = ϑK, with ϑ = iσ 2 ⊗ τ 0 and K as complex conjugation, while the parity operator is P = γ 0 . As the commutators γ αβ transform under time-reversal and parity with the opposite sign, the assumption of having both these symmetries thus results in d αβ = 0 in Eq. (S1). The remaining functions d α (k) of the effective model can then be obtained from the theory of invariants. Let us consider the space group pm3m
with the point group O h . This point group has two one-dimensional, one two-dimensional and two three-dimensional irreducible representations. The matrix γ 0 anticommutes with the γ-matrices {γ 1 , γ 2 , γ 3 } and therefore represents the mass term, which is by construction even under the parity. The corresponding mass term has to be rotationally-symmetric and therefore an even polynomial in the momentum k. Using also that the γ-matrices {γ 1 , γ 2 , γ 3 } form a three-dimensional representation under rotations in O h , we arrive at the following minimal continuum Hamiltonian that captures topologically nontrivial phases
with M nn = m−2B(k Let us subsequently determine the lattice-regularized version of the effective model (S2).
Considering a simple cubic lattice with nearest-neighbor (nn) hoppings, we obtain the following tight-binding Hamiltonian
with the effective mass parameter
We set the lattice constant a = 1, and the parameters A (B) represent hopping amplitudes between different (same) orbitals, while m is the difference of the onsite energies between the two orbitals, similar as in the two-dimensional (2D) BHZ model. The hoppings in the Hamiltonian (S3) are equal in the three orthogonal directions due to the rotational symmetry.
The above Hamiltonian reduces to the continuum Hamiltonian (S2) when expanded around the Γ or the R-point located at the momentum (π, π, π) in the Brillouin zone (BZ). Additionally, in order to enrich the phase diagram, we add next-nearest-neighbor hopping terms in the exact same fashion as the nearest-neighbor ones. Notice that on a cube each site has four next-nearest in each of the three mutually orthogonal crystallographic planes resulting in the Hamiltonian
so the total Hamiltonian of the tight-binding model on the cubic lattice is
Different topological phases are obtained by varying the mass term multiplying γ 5 matrix. The topological phase transitions occur when the mass term vanishes at the time-reversal invariant momenta in the BZ and the corresponding phases can be characterized by the mass term at these special momenta [S2] . As a result the phase diagram, with A = 1, is readily obtained as a function of M/B andB/B, see Fig. S1 .
By lowering the full rotational symmetry of the Hamiltonian (S3), one obtains a minimal tight-binding Hamiltonian describing topological phases on a tetragonal lattice
which we will use later. Figure S1 : The phase diagram of the tight-binding model (S6), with space group pm3m and O h point-group symmetry. As function of the parameter M/B and the nearest neighbor hopping B/B the mass parameter at the time-reversal invariant momenta can be tuned to produce the different electronic topological configurations as shown in the figure.
B. Analytical and numerical description of the dislocation modes in three-dimensional topological band-insulators
Let us now consider the effect of dislocations in the coarse-grained continuum theory obtained from the tight-binding model introduced in the previous section. Such lattice defects are described within the elastic continuum theory using vielbeins, encoding the map from the perfect lattice to the distorted lattice [S3] . The torsion T i and curvature R 
For a dislocation defect, the curvature vanishes while the torsion is singular, T i = b i δ(l) with b as the Burgers vector and l as the position of the dislocation line. Since curvature tensor vanishes for a dislocation, the corresponding spin-connection can be set to zero.
B.1. Edge dislocations
In case of an edge dislocation oriented along theẑ-direction, the vielbein takes the form
where b is the magnitude of the Burgers vector b, which is assumed to be along thex-direction b = be x , and r 2 ≡ x 2 + y 2 . The inverse of the above vielbein is readily found to bê
Since for an elementary dislocation b = a with a as the lattice constant, the distortion field E i = e i + ε i to the leading order in a/r is then readily obtained
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The corresponding gauge potential A = −ε i ·K inv , with K inv as the band-inversion momentum, can be then straightforwardly obtained and is given by Eq. (2) in the main text.
We can now consider the effect of an edge dislocation in a 3D topological insulator. We note that along the core of the dislocation translational symmetry is preserved. Henceforth, k z is a good quantum number and we obtain a family of two-dimensional Hamiltonians
The dimensionally-reduced Hamiltonian H ef f (x, y, k z )) can then be treated using well-known methods [S2,S4] . Hence, we can determine the spectrum of dislocation modes directly.
We now make this more concrete for the model with the Hamiltonian (S6). We assume that the system is in the T -p3(4) R or R phase [S6] as shown in Fig. S2 .
e ϕ , straightforward calculation yields
where
Here, the Laplacian = ∂ [ S2,S4] . More specifically, in this parameter range the system entails the T -p4 or M phase in the reduced 2D Hamiltonian. Similarly, the next k z value in a finite system results in a dislocation mode if the effective massM (k z ) still satisfies the topological condition 4 <M /B < 8.
Moreover, we can exactly determine the corresponding spectrum by reintroducing the last term in the Hamiltonian (S10), ∆ 3 ≡ sin(k z )γ 3 . Since k z commutes with the Hamiltonian and γ 3
anticommutes with the other γ-matrices in the Hamiltonian, the term ∆ 3 acts as a mass term for the modes comprising zero-energy subspace in its absence. The corresponding gap is thus ±| sin(k z )| with respect to the zero energy, and in the thermodynamic limit these midgap modes are linearly dispersing along the dislocation line with the velocity set by the hopping in this direction, in agreement with the K-b-t rule. These conclusions are schematically shown in We note that the shift inM indeed ensures that the T -p3(4) R phase hosts no dislocation modes with k z = 0 and in the thermodynamic limit all the propagating modes indeed descend from the zero modes at the band-inversion momentum (π, π, π), as expected from the K-b-t rule.
The above analytical results can easily be verified by numerical computations, and the two show an excellent agreement. In Fig. S3 we show the spectrum of a 12 × 12 × 12 system on a torus (periodic boundary conditions) and the real space localization of the dislocation modes.
We note that the modes are neatly localized and come as two Kramers pairs, one from the dislocation and one from the anti-dislocation. Moreover, since exp(ik z ) takes values in the set comprising of the twelfth roots of unity, we can compare the energy gaps with the anticipated sin(k z ) dependence and find agreement up to two decimals. In addition, we change the mass parameter m to confirm that modes can be added or removed from the spectrum consistent with the condition in Eq. (S10), see Figure S2 : The left panel shows the schematic configuration of the T -p3(4) R or R phase in the Brillouin zone with an edge dislocation with Burgers vector b = e x and is oriented along thê z direction in the real space. The right panel displays the modes k z on the unit circle in the complex plane. The imaginary part then encodes for the mass gap of the dislocation mode with respect to the zero mode, whereas the real part relates to the shift ∆M (k z ) = −M/B +M /B = 2(1 − cos(k z )) of the effective mass parameter in the associated 2D BHZ model. descendant propagating states, as predicted by the K-b-t rule. Furthermore, when the nextnearest neighbor hoppings are included, the phase T − p4 M protected by both TRS and crystal symmetries with the band inversions at the momenta (0, π, π), (π, 0, π), and (π, π, 0) can be realized, see Fig. S1 . In that case, a dislocation with Burgers vector b = ae x and oriented along the z axis,t = e z , in both planes k z = 0 and k z = π acts as π-flux, and thus a double Kramers pair is expected. This is indeed what we find numerically, see Fig. S5 .
It is straightforward to generalize the explained reasoning to other phases. Let us illustrate this with the primitive tetragonal system taking A x = A y = 1 2
Eq. (S7). For these parameters we obtain the weak p4 M,R phase with band-inversions at M and R points. This phase is displayed in Fig. S6 , and is not protected by either time-reversal symmetry or 3D space group symmetry, as opposed to a valley phase. By inserting an edge dislocation with b = e x andt = e z we see that both time-reversal invariant planes orthogonal 23 tot are topologically nontrivial and thus yield zero modes, which in turn produce descendant propagating modes along the dislocation. We find the propagating modes numerically for the systems with 10 × 10 × 10 and a 12 × 12 × 12 sites, see Fig. S6 , and with the plot of the spectral weight of the dislocation modes shown in Fig. S7 . Notice the doubling of the Dirac cone since in this phase there are two nontrivial topologically nontrivial planes orthogonal to the dislocation line each yielding a π flux. In turn, this nontrivial flux produces a double Kramers pair of the zero modes, which yields descendent propagating states along the dislocation defect. Figure S3 : The spectrum of the 12 × 12 × 12 system (M/B = 10) in the T -p3(4) R phase with the edge dislocation with periodic boundary conditions. The dislocation modes come in degenerate Kramers pairs, originating from the dislocation and anti-dislocation (panel A). The inset displays the complete spectrum. We note that the energy levels of these modes in the gap are located at E n = 0, ±E N = 0.50 and at ±E N = 0.86, in agreement with the theory. Panel B shows the real space localization of the dislocation modes for a fixed e z plane. The weight of the wavefunction is represented here by the radius of the circles, whereas the color indicates the phase following the same conventions as in Fig 2 in the main text. Due to the translational symmetry, the e z planes are identical. Finally, panel C shows the the spectral density as function of the momentum k = k z along the dislocation line for a 12 × 12 × 28 system. This spectral density is also plotted as circles, where the radius indicates the weight, in order to further emphasize the excellent agreement with numerics. Figure S4 : The spectra for two 12 × 12 × 12 systems on a torus, with M/B = 9.4 and M/B = 10.6 in the presence of an edge dislocation with Burgers vector b = e x . In this instance A z was taken to be 0.3, shifting the energy levels to assure that they lie in the gap. The energy levels again take values that match the evaluation outlined above. Moreover, we observe that the M/B = 9.4 has one extra level, which is consistent with the mass condition 4 <M < 8. Figure S5 : Effect of an edge dislocation in the T -p3(4) M phase. The right panel shows the topological configuration, with an edge dislocation oriented along theẑ direction and with b = e x . The left shows the spectrum, and as expected both k z = 0 and k z = π planes host a π flux yielding two Kramers pairs of zero modes. The resultant energy levels of the descendant states at finite energy are then fourfold degenerate. The modes originating from the k z = π plane result from the corresponding two-dimensional p4 phase, whereas the k z = 0 plane is in the T -p4 phase. Figure S6 : The spectra of the tetragonal system with 12 × 12 × 12 (A and E) and a 10 × 10 × 10 (D and E) sites on a torus in the p4 M,R phase, with the topological configuration shown in panel C, and an edge dislocation with b = e x . We note the eightfold degeneracy per level, consistent with the K-b-t rule. Namely as the k z = 0 and k z = π planes host the effective π fluxes, the modes denoted by 1 in panels A and E are indeed localized around the defect as anticipated. Modes 2-5 and 2-3 in the same panels descend from these zero-energy modes with the spectra matching the analytical results. 28 Figure S7 : The spectral density of the p4 M,R phase as function of the momentum k = k z , in case of 16 × 16 × 16 system with periodic boundary conditions. We observe a double Dirac cone situated at k z = 0 and k z = π, consistent with the findings in Fig. S6 . Conventions are identical as in Fig. S3 .
B.2. Screw dislocations
In three dimensions the Burgers vector can also be oriented parallel to the dislocation line.
In contrast to the edge dislocation, which is essentially a 2D defect pulled out in the third dimension, the resulting screw dislocation is an intrinsic 3D defect. For a screw dislocation with the Burgers vector oriented along theẑ-axis, b = be z , the vielbeins are given bŷ
The corresponding distortion field, taking into account that for an elementary dislocation b = a, is then given by
and the gauge potential is given by Eq. (2) in the main text.
We note for a screw dislocation, the gauge potential can only be finite if K inv,z = 0. In the case of a screw dislocation, k z is still a good quantum number, and henceforth we find the same equation for the zero-energy modes and the corresponding descendant states (S10). In Figs. S8 and S9, we present the numerical analysis of the spectrum of the Hamiltonian in the T − p3(4) R phase in the presence of a screw dislocation. We obtain in essence the same spectrum as for the edge dislocation. For various system sizes, we find precisely the number of dislocation modes in the spectrum according to the topological condition below Eq. (S10). Also, we find that the energy difference between the levels is proportional with the A z coefficient. We do find however that the energy levels have shifted as compared with the ones obtained in the presence of an edge dislocation in the same phase. Tuning the mass parameter M/B deeper into the phase, (closer to the value of this parameter M/B = 12) results in levels closer to the analytically calculated value, as expected from the finite-size effects, and the fact that the matrix elements are now twisted with a factor e ikz along the dislocation direction. We observe in addition that, in general, the form of the underlying metric ds 2 = dr 2 + r 2 dϑ 2 + (dz + βdϑ) 2 may be mapped with z → z + βθ to a flat space with nontrivial quasi-periodic boundary conditions, which indeed result in energy shifts, which we do not explicitly compute here but this in principle can be done using the outlined procedure.
In the translationally active T -p3(4) M phase, obtained from the Hamiltonian (S6) and for the values of the parameters as shown in Fig. S1 , a screw dislocation with the Burgers vector b = e x produces π fluxes in the plane k x = π, which hosts a valley phase. Therefore, according to the K-b-t rule, we expect two Kramers pairs of the dislocation modes originating from the band-inversion at the M and the X points. Our numerical computations indeed confirm this prediction, as shown in Fig. S10 .
Let us now consider a dislocation loop, which can be thought of as a connected channel of screw and edge dislocations. Although the Burgers vector b of any dislocation remains constant [S7] , the planes orthogonal to the dislocation line are different for the edge and screw dislocation part of the circuit. In general one can consider the full scattering problem of an edge and screw dislocation [S8,S9] , which essentially pertains to matching the phases of the solutions of Eq.
(S10). Due to time-reversal symmetry, however, the helical modes do not backscatter, and we can thus conclude that dislocation loops have helical modes along the core when both the edge and the screw dislocation possess the propagating modes. We note that this implies that the existence of the dislocation modes in the loop is also dictated by the K-b-t rule. Accordingly, the T -p3(4) R phase with a dislocation loop, see Fig S2. , has dislocation modes along the loop for any orientation of the Burgers vector b. In contrast, inserting a dislocation loop in thex −ẑ plane, with b = e x , in the p4 M,R phase shown in Fig. S6 only binds dislocation modes to the edge dislocation part of the circuit, resulting in the exact same spectrum shown in Fig. S6 .
Changing the orientation of the Burgers vector to e z then does result in dislocation modes along the loop, as the gauge potential A is nontrivial in all the planes normal to the dislocation lines and these planes are topologically nontrivial. At last, changing the Burgers vector to the e y direction, it is evident that the effective systems in each plane either has no flux or acquires 2π-flux. As a result we anticipate no modes, analogously to the case of a screw dislocation with b = e x . The latter is confirmed by numerical computations, see Fig. S11C .
Finally, we address the full compatibility of the outlined analysis with the underlying characterization of topological insulators with different space groups in terms of the band-inversions.
Consider, for example, the composite phase T -pm3m ⊕ T -4p3 X , which is equivalent to the T -4p3 M ⊕ T -4p3 R or Γ ⊕ XY Z = M X Y ⊕ R phase with the dislocation loop in the y − z plane, as previously described, see Fig. S11 . We expect here the response of the dislocations to be the same with both choices of the band-inversions. We see that applying the K-b-t rule to either set of the band inversions produces the same outcome in terms of the fluxes acting on the planes. Along the edge dislocation, the k z = 0 plane hosts a π flux, in contrast to the k z = π plane. Similarly, for the screw dislocation part, which has momentum in the k x direction, we see that the k x = π plane hosts a zero mode. Note that in the latter case, the screw dislocation acts as a π-flux in the phase, which with respect to the k x = π plane, may be thought of as the T -p4mm or Γ phase, since the (π, 0, 0) momentum acts as a Γ point in this plane. The descendant values of k x thus contribute dislocation modes to the spectrum as long as the effective M/B parameter in the reduced model is in the range corresponding to the T -p4mm in 2D. As result, we find that the complete dislocation loop has modes along the core. Figure S8 : Numerical results concerning the effect of a screw dislocation, with b = e x oriented in the e x direction. Panel A shows the spectrum of the modes on a 12 × 12 × 12 system with periodic boundary conditions. The modes are not exactly at ± 0.50 as expected from the continuum model. The deviation of the energy levels from the anticipated value as obtained from the analytical treatment becomes smaller for larger systems sizes. Panel B shows a 28 × 12 × 12 system showing that the splitting of the energy levels converges to the result from the continuum model. Similarly the agreement with numerical results is also better in the T − p4(3) R phase when the system is closer to the transition point M/B = 12 (C). Finally panel D shows the real space localization of the mode with the color coding shown above. Figure S9 : The spectral density of a screw dislocation, with Burgers vector e x , in the T -p3(4) R phase of a 28 × 12 × 12 system with periodic boundary conditions. The presentation is similar to the above Figures. The horizontal axis shows the momentum k = k x along the dislocation line. Although the energy levels are shifted due to the finite size of the system, the spectrum displays again a zero mode at k x = π and the expected number of descendant states that form a Dirac cone, analogous to the case of an edge dislocation. The resulting spectrum of a 28×12×12 system with periodic boundary condition in the T -p3(4) M phase. The resulting spectrum shows a double pair of 'parent' helical zero modes. These modes originate from the encircled momenta, which form a 2D valley phase in the plane k x = π, since these momenta are related by a threefold rotation around the axis connecting the Γ and the R points.
Figure S11: Dislocation loop in thex−ẑ plane with Burgers vector b = e x . Panels A to C show the spectra corresponding to the dislocation loops in Fig. 1 in the main text. Namely, considering systems with periodic boundary conditions, we tune the system to the respective phases and get the anticipated dislocation modes in the spectrum. Panel D indicates the electronic topological configuration of the T -4p3 M ⊕ T -4p3 R phase. As each plane hosts an effective π-flux problem, inserting the same dislocation loops gives the anticipated spectrum (E), the modes of which show the familiar real space localization (F).
